Plates of cemented carbide were joined to steel by brazing. The structure was designed in imitation of a rock drill. Two types of steel were used which, after cooling from brazing temperature, showed a normalized ferritic-perlitic or a martensitic material state, respectively. Copper foil containing a nickel mesh was used as braze material. The residual stresses resulting from the different thermal shrinkage and elastic-plastic behavior of the materials as well as from the different phase transformation behavior of the steels during cooling of the samples from the brazing temperature (I100C) to room temperature were investigated by neutron diffraction with special attention to the regions near the interface between steel and cemented carbide. Additional measurements were performed by X-ray diffraction on selected surface areas. Most of the experimental results could be satisfactorily modelled by three-dimensional finite-element calculations employing the temperature dependent elastic-plastic behavior of the materials. In particular, characteristic differences between the residual stress states of components with ferritic-perlitic or martensitic steel bodies were found experimentally as well as by the model calculations. Some points are discussed which require further investigations.
INTRODUCTION
Cemented carbides, in particular WC-based sintered alloys, are widely used for cutting tools. Because of their brittleness, the cemented carbides are usually joined with steel bodies. One well established method for joining cemented carbides with steel is brazing which, however, leads to considerable residual stresses after cooling from brazing to room temperature as a consequence of the thermal mismatch, the different elastic-plastic properties and the different phase transformation behavior of the components during the cooling cycle. In our first attempt to investigate the brazing-induced residual stresses in components of steel and cemented carbide, a simple sample geometry consisting of two quadratic plates of about equal thickness was considered (Bing et al., 1996) . Here, we report on a study considering a more complex geometry coming close to the geometry of a real tool, i.e. the head of a rock drill. Moreover, different steel types were used to explore the dependence of the residual stress state on the material properties of the steel body. As was done by Bing et al. (1994; 1996) , we tackled the problem both experimentally by X-ray and neutron diffraction and theoretically by finite-element calculations.
EXPERIMENTAL Sample Preparation
The geometry of the samples is illustrated in Fig. 1 The lattice spacings were measured in three directions assumed to be the principal strain directions as inferred from the sample symmetry.
For some areas of reduced local symrn'etry, additional measurements were carried out in intermediate directions. The values of the stressfree lattice spacings were determined from stress-free reference samples. Stress evaluation was done using the diffraction elastic constants S1-----lY/E and 1/282=(1 +u)/E with E=210GPa and u=0.28 for the {110}-and the {211}-diffraction profiles of steel and E 658 GPa and u 0.19 for the { 101 }-diffraction profile of cemented carbide according to Bing (1995 
FINITE ELEMENT CALCULATIONS
The finite element calculations of the residual stress distributions were performed using the ABAQUS version 5.4 as solver, I-DEAS for pre-processing, and ABAQUS-POST for post-processing. As a consequence of the rather complex sample geometry, a realistic model had to be of 3 dimensions. The FE-mesh was refined towards the interfaces ofcemented carbide, braze metal, and steel as shown in Fig. 3 . For the cemented carbide, temperature independent linear elastic material behavior was assumed (Bing, 1995) . The temperature dependent elastic-plastic material properties of the steels were given by Besserdich (1993) 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of FE-residual stress calculations are given in Fig. 3 The residual stress development in the sample of Ck 45 and cemented carbide can be readily explained by the thermal expansion behavior of both materials (see Fig. 3 ). The volume expansion of the steel due to the -),-a-transformation occurs at high temperatures where the yield strengths of steel and braze metal are low which severely restricts the residual stress generation. Therefore, the residual stress development is dominated by the more pronounced thermal shrinkage of steel compared to that of the cemented carbide at temperatures below the transformation temperature of the steel. This thermal mismatch also leads to distortions of the samples which are schematically shown in the upper part of elastic as well as plastic deformations, they can be used to understand the residual stress development. The hindered shrinkage of the steel in the x-and z-directions at the slot bottom leads to tensile residual stresses ax
Rs and az Rs in that region. They are compensated by compressive residual stresses in these directions in adjacent regions of the cemented carbide plate. The residual stress development in the y-and the z-direction in the steel on both sides of the cemented carbide plate and in the cemented carbide in between can be understood in a similar way. The compressive residual stresses in the steel on both sides of the cemented carbide plate in the x-direction are a consequence of the hindered shrinkage of the steel in this direction at the slot bottom.
It is found that failure critical concentrations of tensile residual stresses (red color in Fig. 3 ) in the brittle cemented carbide plate are predicted to occur in those surface areas which undergo local convex deformations (see distortion schemes in Fig. 5 ). As can be seen from cross section C in the upper part of the figure, this is the case for the side face of the cemented carbide plate which exhibits tensile residual stresses in the x-direction. In an analogous manner, the tensile residual stresses in the cemented carbide in the y-direction at the lower end of the side face and near the upper end of the steel body can be understood (see also cross sections B and A, respectively, in the upper part of Fig. 5 ). These locations correlate well with the starting point of cracks initiated by mechanical loading of the samples as described by Schreieck et al. (1997) .
The residual stress state calculated for the samples with a steel body of 42 NiCrMo 16 6 is shown in the lower part of Fig. 3 . The calculated residual stresses are of similar size but mostly of opposite sign when compared to those depicted in the upper part of Fig. 3 . This can be explained by the volume expansion of the steel during the martensitic phase transformation at low temperatures which is evident from the respective dilatometer curve in Fig. 4 . During cooling from brazing temperature, the larger thermal shrinkage of the steel body in comparison to that of the cemented carbide leads to a state of thermal, elastic, and plastic deformation which is qualitatively similar to that shown in the upper part of Fig. 5 . The volume expansion of the steel associated with the martensitic phase transformation at the end of the cooling cycle finally changes that deformation state to the rather complex deformation state which is schematically sketched in the lower STRESS ANALYSIS ON BRAZED COMPONENTS 273 part of Fig. 5 . The volume expansion overcompensates the effects of the thermal mismatch at temperatures above the phase transformation which leads to an inversion of the sign of the residual stresses. This is the reason for the tensile residual stresses calculated in the x-, the y-, and the z-direction in the lower part of the cemented carbide plate. These tensile residual stresses caused failure of most of the samples during the cooling cycle at about 70C by cracks in the cemented carbide plate.
In Fig. 6 , some results of the FE-residual stress calculations are compared to results of X-ray residual stress analyses. It shows the residual stress component in the y-direction observed on the front side (upper diagrams) and on the side face along a line close to the interface to the cemented carbide plate (lower diagrams) as a function of the distance d from the top edge of the steel bodies. Evidently, the measured and calculated residual stress distributions agree rather well for the sample with the steel body of Ck 45. The scatter of the data by about 4-12 MPa is larger than expected from the counting statistics, but is typical for measurements on ferritic-perlitic steels and is generally assumed to be a consequence of different residual stress states of the a-phase in the ferrite and in the perlite. Systematical discrepancies between measured and calculated residual stresses are found on the side face near the interface (lower diagram on the left-hand side). They are typical in that the FE-calculations tend to overestimate the measured residual stresses. The diagrams on the fight-hand side of Fig. 6 show that the surface residual stress distributions calculated for the samples with steel bodies of 42 NiCrMo 16 6 are not compatible with those measured by X-ray diffraction. In practically all areas investigated, the observed residual stresses were found to be tensile and reach values up to several 100 MPa. The large scatter of the data can only to a relatively small amount be attributed to the counting statistics of the severely broadened diffraction profiles of the martensitic steel. We think that the main reason is an inhomogeneous distribution of alloying elements on the scale of several 100 tm which is typical for alloyed steels. This causes local variations of the stress-free lattice parameters as well as an inhomogeneous proceeding of the martensitic phase transformation which results in local variations of the residual stress states. Notwithstanding the large scatter of the measured data, the differences between measured and calculated residual stress distributions are significant. The reasons for these differences are not yet clear. Possibly, they are an effect of a slightly faster cooling of the surface which will cause the martensitic phase transformation to start at the surface and then proceed to the interior. This will, as it is known for such hardening processes, leave tensile residual stresses at the surface. Additional experiments will be needed in order to explore the thickness of the surface layers showing large tensile residual stresses.
Figure 7 (top) shows lattice strain distributions obtained by neutron diffraction in the interior of the steel bodies along the lines close to the interface which are indicated in the figure. In contrast to the data measured on the steel Ck 45 (left-hand side of Fig. 7) , the data measured on the steel 42 NiCrMo 16 6 show a very large scatter similar to that observed and discussed above for the corresponding X-ray data. In order to improve the statistical reliability of the results, the evaluation included results for the {110}-as well as for the {211}-diffraction profiles. Moreover, lattice strain data were included into the evaluation STRESS ANALYSIS ON BRAZED COMPONENTS ..'2-"", 
